ICARUS FILMS & KIMSTIM present
The Most Acclaimed Spiritual Film of 2016!
“Extraordinary! Tibet’s epic-scale natural beauty
has rarely been filmed with such you-are-there
patience and intimacy.”
- Alan Scheustuhl, Village Voice

“There’s never been a road movie quite like
Paths of the Soul, an extraordinary chronicle of
ordinary Tibetan citizens undertaking
a 1,200-mile pilgrimage to Lhasa.”
- Richard Kuipers, Variety

CRITICS PICK! “The views of Tibet are
spectacular; you get the impression of traveling
through an ancient world.”
- Glenn Kenny, New York Times

“Beautiful! Whatever your faith or spirituality, this
patient, majestic movie is for you.”
- Robert Abele, Los Angeles Times

•
•
SRP $29.99
UPC: 698452212036

•

2016 • 115mins • China • Color
Tibetan with English Subtitles • 16:9 • Not Rated

•

One of the most acclaimed spiritual film releases of 2016,
100% Critics rating on Rottentomatoes.com
Theatrical release in most key markets including NYC, LA,
Chicago, and Seattle
Directed by acclaimed filmmaker ZHANG YANG (SUNFLOWER,
GETNG HOME, FULL CIRCLE)
Festival favorite at the Toronto, Busan, Geneva,
and Rotterdam International Film Festivals

An astonishing journey of redemption, faith, and devotion. Acclaimed filmmaker Zhang Yang (SHOWER) blends documentary and fiction to follow a group of Tibetan villagers who leave their families and homes to make a Buddhist “bowing
pilgrimage” — laying their bodies flat on the ground after every few steps — along the 1,200 mile road to Lhasa, Tibet’s
holy capital. Though united in their remarkable devotion, each of the travelers embarks on this near impossible journey
for very personal reasons. One traveler needs to expunge bad family karma, a butcher wants to cleanse animal bloodstains from his soul, another at his life’s end, hopes to break the chain of cause and effect determined by his life’s actions.
Stunningly photographed over the course of an entire year, PATHS OF THE SOUL is a mesmerizing study of faith that
will inspire viewers to reflect on their own journey through life.
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